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Inside this issue: 

LLPOA Annual Meeting Review 
Approximately sixty-five members attended 

the 2018 Lake Latoka Property Owners  

Association (LLPOA) annual meeting held on 

May 5, 2018. Thank you to all who attended 

and the active participation. Two guest  

speakers attended this year. Brian Bausman, 

Project Manager MnDOT District 4, gave an 

update on the I-94 bridge project schedule, 

which is now well underway. Dave Rush, 

Douglas County Land & Resource  

Management Director gave an overview of the 

new private vacation rental ordinance, which 

became effective this year. Members had  

several good questions on both topics. A  

summary of results from the 2018 LLPOA 

member survey was also presented. A detailed 

overview of the survey can be found in a  

separate article in this newsletter. Other  

information presented at the meeting included 

the Treasurer’s report, an update on lake water 

quality, and a report on fish stocking.  

 

Several items were brought up by members 

for the LLPOA board to consider. The board 

was asked to investigate paving of the public 

beach parking area on the north end of the 

lake. The board has investigated and  

determined that the parking area is owned  

by the DNR and maintained by La Grand  

Township. We have had discussions with  

the DNR, the township, and Douglas County 

Parks. Lack of funding from all of the  

entities is an issue. In a meeting with the  

La Grand Township board they indicated that 

they would take no action since they are  

not owners of the property. However,  

we are continuing discussions with the DNR 

and township and looking for opportunities  

to coordinate activities for the paving to still 

be possible in the future. 

Concern for highway noise from I-94 was also 

expressed. The board talked to La Grand 

Township and asked them to consider placing 

“No Engine Braking” signs for trucks along 

the highway. The township referred the 

LLPOA board to the county and ultimately the 

Minnesota Department of Transportation 

(MnDOT) was contacted. MnDOT informed 

the board that an enforceable ordinance for the 

area must first be passed by the county. The 

suggestion to establish a county ordinance has 

been passed along to the Douglas County  

commissioners A third suggestion at the  

annual meeting was to reduce the number of 

refuse trucks on roads around the lake by 

moving to a single garbage service company. 

While this has merit to reducing road wear, 

traffic, and noise, the LLPOA board  

determined that this is not within the scope  

of the lake association mission. The board did 

pass the suggestion along to La Grand  

Township, but they did not express interest 

in pursuing. 

  

Three board members were elected to the 

LLPOA board. Doug Kuelbs and  

Bruce Luehmann (incumbents) were  

re-elected. Bill Kahnke was elected as a new 

board member. Continuing on the board are 

Doug Ahrenstorff, Jeremy Anderson, Chris 

Block, Rita Glieden, Connie Reuss, and  

Paul Wheeler. Gary Deick was the outgoing 

board member. Deick served several years on 

the board in separate multiple terms, including 

time as LLPOA President. Thank You Gary 

for your years of dedicated service. 



From the President by Bruce Luehmann 
also to those who responded to the survey. The input we  

received was very valuable and appreciated. I also want to say 

thank you to the wake surf boat operators. For the most part, 

wake surfers have responded to member feedback and stayed 

toward the center of the lake. I have heard several positive  

comments on this from members. Last, but not least, thank you to 

the hardy souls who participated in the Fourth of July boat  

parade. The weather tried to shut us down, but we won out. 

 

As you will read in portions of other articles, LLPOA board 

members have been busy following up on the survey and other 

suggestions voiced by members. The Latoka beach parking area, 

I-94 noise reduction, watercraft activity, property clearing and 

shore land alteration, to name a few. We appreciate your input. 

The LLPOA exists to work together with members in educating 

and promoting action that will support the long-term preservation 

of Lake Latoka. I encourage you to get involved, volunteer, and 

support your association. If you have neighbors and friends who 

are not LLPOA members, please encourage them to join. 

In the April newsletter I started out my 

message with “docks will be going in and 

soon boats will be alive on the lake.” 

Well, as we all know the ice didn’t go out 

until about May 4. So much for trying to a 

get a jump on the newsletter. BUSTED! 

 

I hope that everyone has been having a good summer and  

enjoying the lake. We should have several good weeks left, so 

get out on the water and enjoy it. Please remember to give the 

loons a wide berth when boating. Unfortunately a baby loon on 

big Latoka was found washed up on shore this summer. The 

second one of the pair is missing. The cause of death wasn’t 

determined as the loon was not turned into the DNR.  

According to a DNR specialist, their death was most likely a 

result of boating activity. 

 

I want to extend several thanks to you, our members. Our annual 

meeting attendance was good as were the comments. Thank you 
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You are invited to join your neighbors on Saturday, September 

8, 2019, at 11:30 am at the Firemans Lodge for the Annual  

Potluck Picnic. The lake association board of directors will be 

grilling delicious hamburgers and all the fixings. Eating utensils 

and beverages will be provided. Please bring either a casserole, 

salad, or dessert to share. Enjoy a picnic with old neighbors and 

meet some new ones too. 

For more information:  Facebook.com/groups/lakelatoka or 

call Connie Reuss 320-815-2664. Please join us, as we have 

some great cooks on the lake. 

LLPOA Board Members 

L to R: Bruce Luehmann- President, Rita Glieden,  

Doug Ahrenstorff, Connie Reuss, Bill Kahnke- Secretary,  

Jeremy Anderson, Doug Kuelbs, Chris Block-Vice President  

Missing: Paul Wheeler- Treasurer 

Kahnke Elected to Board 
Bill Kahnke and his husband, David Tukua, have owned a home 

on Lake Latoka since 2010. Bill recently retired as a certified 

public accountant with the Internal Revenue Service in St. Paul.  

Since David has been retired for several years, the couple has 

now moved from the Twin Cities to their lake home full-time.  

Lake Latoka Annual Picnic 

Fall Clean Up 
Every year Lake Latoka residents are reminded 

about burning leaves on the lake and proper leaf 

disposal. Property owners need to be responsible 

when it comes to fall clean up. Do not rake or 

blow leaves and grass clippings into the lake. Too 

many leaves dumped into a lake can cause an  

excessive amount of algae growth. If at all  

possible, do not burn your leaves! Burning leaves 

should be a last resort for disposal.  

Burning creates more pollution in the air. It also adds 

phosphorus to the lake, which in turn causes algae 

growth. Ash from burning leaves are high in nutrients. 

These nutrients are detrimental to lakes.  

Permits are needed from the DNR if you burn. You 

must follow the regulations from the DNR about open 

burning.  

 



This summer, Lake Latoka residents have witnessed the sights 

and sounds of the replacement of the I-94 bridges over the lake.  

However, very few homeowners remember boating through the 

pristine narrows between Big and Little Latoka prior to the 

original construction of the freeway bridges. Before the  

mid-1960s, the lake was quiet with just a handful of homes and  

cabins. The narrows was 500-feet wide and lined with trees and 

a few farm fields. But changes were on the horizon. 

 

When President Eisenhower authorized the Interstate Highway 

System in 1956, an east-west freeway route was proposed across 

the northern tier of the United States. This route was designated 

I-94, which would connect the Great Lakes near Detroit to I-90 

at Billings, Montana. The freeway would cross diagonally 

through Minnesota and pass the outskirts of Alexandria.   

 

When the location of I-94 through the Alexandria area was 

firmly established, the freeway route would cross the 500-foot 

wide Lake Latoka narrows. The focal point of discussion among 

highway engineers was the various options for crossing the  

narrows. Structures that were considered ranged from a 10-foot 

by 10-foot concrete box culvert to a 500-foot clear span  

suspension bridge. Meanwhile, local area residents were  

primarily concerned that a facility be installed to handle boat 

traffic between the separated halves of the lake. As a result, the 

final approved structure for the lake and road crossing was twin 

bridges with a 50-foot water opening, which would allow for 

boats to pass underneath. 

 

Otto J. Eickhof and Sons, Inc. was awarded the contract for the 

project. The narrows was closed to boat traffic for two years, 

and the freeway itself sliced local farm fields in half. Prior to the 

actual construction of the bridges, over 330,000 yards of fill 

were put in place across the full width of the narrows crossing to 

provide for uniform settlement of the lake bottom.  

A portion of this fill was later excavated to provide the space for 

the bridges. Each completed bridge carried two lanes of traffic 

for the four-lane interstate freeway. 

 

In addition, the American Oil Company also had a pipeline 

crossing at the Lake Latoka narrows, which had to be protected 

during highway construction. The pipeline was located about 

200 feet north of the highway and ran parallel to it. To protect 

the pipeline, the American Oil Company raised it off of the lake 

bottom and suspended it from pontoon floats at about six feet 

below the water surface. The lake bottom rose 16 feet at one 

point during filling operations. After the fill had been  

constructed, the American Oil Company lowered the pipeline 

back to the lake bottom.  

 

When I-94 and the Lake Latoka bridges were finally completed 

through Douglas County, a formal dedication ceremony took 

place on November 17, 1967, at the interchange of I-94 and 

Highway 29. Lt. Governor James Goetz cut a ribbon decorated 

by the Alexandria Technical School students. Two antique cars 

led the procession, and the Jefferson High School band played 

for the ceremony. But more importantly, boaters on beautiful 

Lake Latoka also had cause for celebration as they could once 

again navigate through the narrows between the two lakes. 
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History of the I-94 Bridges over Lake Latoka 

This undated postcard shows the narrows between Big and  

Little Latoka prior to the construction of the freeway and bridges. The 

farm, which became the Roer’s barn house on the west side of Little 

Latoka, can be seen in the lower right corner of the picture. 

the narrows 

 Roer’s barn 

Looking east, beginning of fill placement at the Lake Latoka. crossing.       

Looking west, fill was placed across the full width of the Lake Latoka 

crossing.  
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Lake Latoka Property Owner Survey 2018 

One hundred and eighty-four! That is the number of  

responses that were submitted to the 2018 Lake Latoka Property 

Owner survey. The LLPOA board thanks all of you who took 

time to respond. It shows that you care about the future of Lake 

Latoka and the quality of life you enjoy on the lake. The results 

of the survey questions can be seen in the graphs on the  

following page 

 

Seventy-five percent of the respondents are permanent Lake 

Latoka residents. The next largest group responding was  

seasonal residents at  twenty-two percent. Some respondents 

have multiple types of property ownership. 

 

It is not surprising that Lake Latoka property owners utilize the 

lake for a wide variety of recreational activities, both during the 

spring through fall seasons as well as when the lake is ice  

covered. Also not surprising is the strong concern for the safety 

of those using the lake. People want to enjoy the lake, but they 

also want to make sure that not only themselves but everyone 

on and along the lake are safe. They are also concerned about 

property damage and shoreline erosion. 

 

Seventy-seven percent of respondents are concerned with the 

speed of watercraft near shore and believe some level of speed 

regulation should be considered. Nearly 90 percent of  

respondents believe that wake-surfing should be prohibited 

within a specified distance from shore. However, it must also be 

noted that 90 percent of the respondents do not participate in 

wake-surfing. Nearly 69 percent of respondents have some level 

of concern for loss of lakeshore due to erosion which they  

believe to be caused by high watercraft wakes. 66 percent of 

respondents have some level of concern for loss of lakeshore 

caused by shoreline alteration done by property owners. 

 

Several general observations can be made from the survey  

responses. Motorized watercraft speed should be reduced near 

shore, swim rafts, and non-motorized watercraft. Wake-surfers 

are encouraged to stay toward the center of the lake as it takes 

significant distance for the wake to dissipate. It is very  

encouraging that we have observed good cooperation this  

summer. The majority of wake-surfing activity has stayed away 

from shore. Everyone needs to be aware of all boaters on the 

lake and provide space for all to enjoy their sport. Have  

sufficient life-jackets on-board every watercraft and make sure 

that children have them securely on. 

 

In our communication in May, we told you that the survey  

results have been shared with Douglas County Land &  

Resource Management, Minnesota Department of Natural  

Resources (DNR) representatives, and the director of Minnesota 

Lakes and Rivers Advocates. LLPOA board members have  

continued these communications. We have learned that Douglas 

County Land & Resource Management is interested in  

expanding and making enforceable the “No Wake” zone in the 

channel between big and little Latoka. This will be discussed 

further later this year. We have also been provided information 

on how to initiate application for water surface use zoning  

ordinance. Water surface use zoning can be used to place  

specific restrictions on a lake to enhance the recreational use, 

safety, and enjoyment of the lake and to preserve it as a natural 

resource of the state. The LLPOA board will continue to  

observe boating activity on the lake and make recommendations 

to the appropriate agencies. The board believes that continued 

education and self-governance are preferred over adding  

regulations. Minnesota Lakes and Rivers Advocates continues 

to promote lake property owner and watercraft operator  

education and is a strong advocate for natural resource  

protection funding at the state legislature level.  

 

Several of the survey respondents provided other valuable  

comments.  

       Maintaining water quality 

Prevention of aquatic invasive species (AIS) 

Fish stocking, both walleyes and crappies  

Removal of small northern pike 

Improper removal of weeds 

Avoid allowing leaves to blow into the lake 

Operation of jet skis outside of the legal regulation hours 

(allowed from 9:30 a.m. to one hour before sunset) 

Don’t establish more regulations, but establish state  

recommendations that people should follow 

Mother nature has a large impact on shoreline erosion 

Minimize freeway noise 

Enforcement of required permits for shoreline alteration, 

construction, etc. 

Increase fines for violations 

Establish funds to help restore lakeshore 

More “No Wake” signs through the channel north and 

south of I-94 bridge 

Monitor culverts to keep outlet water flowing properly 

Lack of county resources to monitor and respond to  

inappropriate activity 

Be courteous when confronting people about  

inappropriate activity  

Vacation rental concerns 

The LLPOA board appreciates everyone’s input. Working  

together as neighbors and as an association we can all enjoy our 

beautiful lake resource and the quality and fun of lake life for 

many years to come. 
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Fish Stocking and Other Fish News 

pike may be between 22 and 26 inches or two larger than 26 

inches. Please take your catch of northern pike out of the lake. 

Below is a tasty recipe for pickling pike, if you would prefer 

not to fillet them. 

Great news! This past spring had the best crappie fishing in 

years. The DNR documented good recruitment (survival of 

baby fish) in 2010, which anecdotal evidence would suggest 

has successfully aided in a booming crappie population. This 

will hopefully be confirmed in the next DNR survey.    

The fishing committee has elected to use Klug Fish Farm this fall 

for stocking, which will take place in October. The most likely 

scenario is the DNR will stock Big Latoka while Little Latoka 

will be stocked by private members. The DNR will be stocking 

more pounds of fish. 

The Viking Sportsmen will donate $500 towards the fish stocking 

fund to be used in 2019.  

As a reminder for the new northern pike regulation: the  

Alexandria area falls into the north-central zone. Anglers are 

able to keep 10 northern pike, but not more than two pike longer 

than 26 inches; and all from 22 to 26 inches must be released. 

Northern pike taken by spearing follow the same rules except one 

Pickled Northern Pike Recipe 
2 bay leaves 

2 ½ teaspoons pickling spice 

1 teaspoon whole pepper corns 

3 whole cloves 

Bring the syrup to a boil and simmer for five minutes. Cool.  

Slice onions 

Alternate layers of fish and onion in jars until jar is full, then pour 

the syrup over and place lid. Store in the refrigerator. They are 

ready to eat in 48 hours. Makes about 4 pints.                       

Cut fish into bite size pieces 

Soak fish in saltwater for 48 hours (1 cup salt to 4 cups water)

Drain, then soak in vinegar for 12 hours 

Drain and rinse fish again 

Make syrup of:  

1 ½ cup vinegar 

1 ½ cup sugar 

1 ¼ cup Catawba wine (Silver Satin wine can be substituted) 

½ teaspoon whole allspice 

Call Before You Clear 

Lake cruisers may have seen instances of significant tree clearing 

on Lake Latoka this summer. In some cases the LLPOA board 

was notified and, in follow-up, the situations were reported to 

Douglas County Land & Resource Management. Representatives 

of the county department were quick to follow-up and visit the 

sights to evaluate the activity. If violations were identified,  

corrective action plans have been put in place with the property 

owners. Land & Resource Management also followed up and met 

with members of the LLPOA board to define what was found, the 

corrective action plans, and also explain the ordinances. 

 

Tree and shoreline management is governed and protected by 

ordinances of Douglas County. Unfortunately the ordinances are 

not always very clear. It is important that before any trees are  

removed the property owner should contact Douglas County 

Land & Resource Management (320-762-3863). Request them to 

send a representative out to review your plan on any tree removal 

or shoreline alteration. Land & Resource representatives are there 

to help and will provide guidance on what can or can’t be done as 

well as help you obtain required permits. Permits are required for 

tree removal and shoreland alteration. Don’t assume that what 

you see on someone else’s property is lawful on your property.  

Don’t cut and clear first and later find out that the action is in 

violation of ordinances and protective management practices. 

At that point the damage is already done. Enforced corrective 

replacement action will likely be more costly in the long run to 

the owner and as stated above the long term damage to the lake 

is already done. 

 

If you see lot clearing or other shoreland alteration that looks 

questionable, please contact Land & Resource Management at 

the number above. If you don’t see a posted permit, don’t  

assume that there is one or that one is not required. 

 

It is natural that property owners care about their land, want it 

to look good, and want to make it functional for their  

enjoyment. The LLPOA is not here to disrupt. However it is up 

to all of us to protect Lake Latoka and Minnesota waters for the 

long term. Trees are critical to protecting shoreland and water 

quality. If property owners are not diligent and thoughtful in 

property management, Lake Latoka water quality will  

deteriorate through the years, thus impacting fisheries,  

swimming, and overall lake enjoyment.   

CALL BEFORE YOU CLEAR!  
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Lake Association Volunteers 

 Lake Association Board Members 

MPCA Water Quality Control Monitor, DNR Lake Level Gauge Reader and MPCA Secchi Disc Reader:  

Terry and Sue Orpentlo51@charter.net320-762-1708  Dave Sailerdrsailer64@gmail.com320-759-3060 

Douglas County Lake Association Representative: Bruce Luehmannluehmannbp@gmail.com320-219-7617 

Database Manager for Mailing List: Sue Orpensorpen@charter.net320-762-1708 

Greeter for Big Lake Latoka: Sue Orpensorpen@charter.net320-762-1708 

Greeter for Little Latoka: Doug Ahrenstorffdouglas.ahrenstorff@gmail.com320-763-4300 

Email Correspondents: Pat Jepsen and Tony Llopislakelatoka@hotmail.com 

North and South Sign Box Coordinators: Joan Akkermanakkerman@gctel.net320-759-1557 Rita Glieden320-583-1584 

Newsletter Editor: Rita Kuelbsritakuelbs@gmail.com507-227-0902 

Facebook Monitor and 4th of July Parade Coordinator: Chris Block651-307-7663chrisblock@thebridgerealty.com 

Zebra Mussels 

President: Bruce Luehmann (2021)633 W Latoka Drive SW320-219-7617luehmannbp@gmail.com 

Vice President: Chris Block (2019)3420 Latoka Bay Road SW651-307-7663chrisblockre@gmail.com 

Secretary: Bill Kahnke (2021)1910 Firemans Lodge Road SW651-956-3483tukuakahnke@gmail.com 

Treasurer: Paul Wheeler (2019)3023 Vonderheide Drive SW320-762-5332dpwheeler@aol.com  

Doug Kuelbs (2021)1092 Firemans Lodge Road SW507-227-2718djkuelbs51@gmail.com 

Connie Reuss (2019)1608 Firemans Lodge Road SW320-815-2664reuss@runestone.net  

Doug Ahrenstorff (2020)3766 Iona Way SW320-763-4300douglas.ahrenstorff@gmail.com 

                              Rita Glieden (2020)2909 Vonderheide Drive SW320-583-1584ritaglieden@gmail.com  

 Jeremy Anderson (2020)3855 Forest Park Road SW320-219-0754Drjeremy@eyeassociatesofalex.com  

Zebra mussels were first detected in Lake Latoka in 2013 and 

confirmed in 2014. Since then occasional findings have been  

confirmed. This summer, there have been numerous reports  

of zebra mussels in both Big and Little Latoka. The Lake Latoka  

Property Owners Association, Board of Directors, strongly urges 

all residents to be vigilant when  

taking your boats, docks, lifts, and 

rafts out this fall.  

Please Remember to: 1. clean your  

watercraft of all aquatic plants, etc., 

upon exiting the water, 2. drain all 

water by removing drain plugs and 

keep them out during transport,  

3. dispose of unwanted bait in the 

trash, and 4. dry docks, lifts, rafts, and other equipment for at 

least 21 days before placing in another body of water. 

According to Mark Ranweiler, Mn DNR Aquatic Invasive  

Species Specialist, over a half dozen reports came in from Lake  

Latoka so far this summer. They do not plan on conducting any 

dives on Latoka as zebra mussels appear to be established  

in the lake. Reporting of zebra mussels is no longer necessary.  

Zebra mussels  are “filter feeders”. Each mussel can filter as 

much as one quart of water per day extracting algae and tiny 

food particles, which reduces available food for larval fish and 

other animals. Also, through this process, they 

increase water clarity, which increases aquatic 

plant growth. When these plants decay, they 

wash up onto shore fouling beaches and  

causing other water quality problems. Zebra 

mussels also attach to and kill native mussels, a 

source of food for other aquatic animals. 

Another threatening effect to our lakes is that 

zebra mussels attach to natural and manmade 

objects such as rocks, wood, docks, boat lifts, and swim rafts. 

A female mussel can produce 100,000 to 500,000 eggs per 

year, which form shells that are extremely sharp. Zebra mussel 

beds can reach tens-of-thousands within a square yard, and 

swimmers can easily cut their hands and feet on these mussels.  

 

      

mailto:chrisblockre@gmail.com


Lake Latoka Property Owners Association 

PO Box 102 

Alexandria, MN 56308 

Please help us keep our lakeshore ownership list up to date. We need your information for sending out the newsletters, compiling 

new Lake Latoka directories, and for sending welcome representatives to new lakeshore owners.  

Please contact Sue Orpen at 320-762-1708 or sorpen@charter.net, or Pat Jepsen at lakelatoka@hotmail.com if you: 

Own a vacation home on Lake Latoka but have changed your home mailing address. 

Have sold your property on Lake Latoka. 

Know of property that has changed hands on the lake. 

Have changed phone number and/or email address. 

Help Us Stay Current 

“The Lake Latoka Property Owners’ Association (LLPOA) 

is organized to encourage wise use and preservation of Lake 

Latoka in order to maintain the delicate ecological balance 

between the lake and adjacent shore lands. The association 

will coordinate and lead environment efforts to provide  

government and regulator liaisons, promote education and 

public awareness, and be the advocacy of Lake Latoka  

regarding lake shore issues.” 

Look us up for updates and important links  

(mobile friendly) 

latokaassociation.org 

Contact Us: lakelatoka@hotmail.com 

LLPOA is on Facebook 

Facebook.com/groups/lakelatoka  

Stay updated with the latest news, events, as well as what 

the Lake Association is currently working on to protect 

and improve the lake. Lose a canoe? Find a paddleboard?

Post on Facebook! 

Find us online: Mission Statement 


